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Overview of today’s discussion
1. The REB as system
2. Key concepts in systems relevant to REB functioning
3. Factors that have an impact upon REB functioning
4. Group decision-making versus consensus building
approaches
5. Role of the Chair and role of members
6. Building culture and capacity of an REB system
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Think
about
your REB
• What types of decisions are made by your REB as a
group?
• How does decision-making work?
• What is YOUR role in group decision-making?
• What are ways that it works well?
• How could decision-making be improved?
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Roles and responsibilities of the REB
 Review and approve research
 Provide meaningful, valuable feedback to researchers
 Build capacity institutionally – for the conduct of ethically sound
research
 Be responsive to questions, concerns, problems
 Interpret guidelines, understand local norms, understand
diverse approaches, methods and disciplinary scholarship
 Understand potential risk and benefits to diverse individuals,
communities and groups

The REB as a system
 System: An organized entity made up of interrelated and
interdependent parts.
 Includes the mandate, scope and role of an REB
 Broad cultural factors that influence an REB system:





Institutional norms
Positioning within an institution
History and legacy
Membership and leadership

 Members, as parts of a system, are both influenced by these
factors and in turn also influence how the system works.
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REB members as parts of a system
 Each member brings a unique perspective, worldview,
interpretation to the table and to the processes.
 Each member is motivated to be part of the REB in different
ways:
 Fulfilling a service duty
 An individual with particular expertise
 Appointment by senior leadership
 Volunteering to serve
 All with or without a clear idea of the workload, nature of the work, rigor
of the work and ongoing professional development involved.

Key relevant concepts
in systems theory
 Boundaries
 Homeostasis
 Adaptation
 Feedback loops
 Microsystems, mesosystems and macrosystems
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Consider these same concepts
from an REB perspective…
 Boundaries – what distinguishes an REB from other
systems in the institution?
 Homeostasis – in what ways do REBs change and
maintain status quo?
 Adaptation – in what ways do REBs work to protect
themselves and achieve their set goals?
 Feedback loops – how do REBs “self-correct” and what
does this mean?
 Microsystems, mesosystems and macrosystems – how
do relationships with other systems and the institution as
a whole affect an REB?

Systems and group functioning
 As a group, we are required, and want to aim for diversity on
our REB:
 Diversity in a number of factors, including backgrounds,
worldview, disciplinary background, representation of diverse
stakeholders and communities.

 Diversity in approaches to reviews is a positive and UNIQUE
attribute of an REB
 But diversity in approaches in a single system can create
challenges
 Implies clear roles and responsibilities for the Chair to work to
build consensus and members to understand and reflect
upon their roles.
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External factors that have an impact
upon how an REB functions
 Position of the REB within the institution
 Institutional leadership
 Institutional mandates, reputation, strategic plans
 Types of research reviewed
 Appointment and support of the Chair
 REB succession planning
 Value proposition

Internal factors that have an impact
upon how an REB functions
 Recruitment and orientation of new members
 Managing expectations and understanding the role of an REB
member.
 How meetings are managed.
 How reviews are conducted.
 How research and researchers are discussed – words matter.
 Communication with researchers – how and who does this.
 Professional development and feedback to members.
 Succession planning.
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Consensus building
Consensus decision making is a creative and
dynamic way of reaching agreement between
all members of a group. Instead of simply
voting for an item and having the majority of
the group getting their way, a group using
consensus is committed to finding solutions
that everyone actively supports, or at least can
live with.
-Seeds for Change, UK

Consensus
 While it means overwhelming agreement, it doesn’t have
to mean unanimity.
 While everyone may not agree with the final decision,
everyone can live with it.
 The process to achieve it is as important and meaningful
as the outcome.
 It takes time and work and a balance between openness
and focus.
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By Grant Horwood, aka frymaster –
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Consensus-flowchart.png,
CC BY-SA 3.0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1712925

Common problems with
consensus building
 Maintaining the status quo
 Being held hostage
 Circular stagnation
 Frustration and fatigue
 Loss of focus
 Others?
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Role of the Chair and members in
building consensus and decision-making

Role of the Chair
 First, decide how you wish to make decisions as a group.
 Then, build capacity, act as facilitator and set conditions.
 Be clear about what constitutes common goals.
 Make a commitment to reach consensus.
 Model behaviours you wish to see.
 Build trust and make space for all views.
 Make time for review and open broader discussion but also time
for more focus.
 Set clear processes and encourage active listening and respectful
disagreement.
 Others?
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Roles Of the Chair
 Convene – get members at the decision-making table.
 Carry out an assessment of the conflict – outline the key
areas of disagreement or contention
 Use a “single text” negotiation where it makes sense*
 Think about all stakeholders (not only participants)
including “the future REB”
 Create value
 Synthesize, summarize and actively listen
 Build trust – what are ways that this can be done?

Building trust – how is it done?
 Devote time to getting to know each other
 Be available and approachable as a Chair outside of
meetings
 Be genuinely fallible
 Allow for social time
 Keep your word
 Follow up
 Report back
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Role of members
 Act in good faith, be genuine about your commitment to reach
consensus
 Know what you don’t know, and ask
 Know what “success in decision making” means
 If you’re being a hold-out, make sure it’s for a good reason
 Think before speaking, listen before objecting
 Don’t avoid disagreement
 Block processes when you need to, but not for the sake of it.

Think
about
your REB
• What types of decisions are made by your REB as a
group?
• How does decision-making work?
• What is YOUR role in group decision-making?
• What are ways that it works well?
• How could decision-making be improved?
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